


If you are interested in getting involved with Armagh
Theatre Group, or know someone who might, be it acting,
set design / building, sound, costumes, whatever it is –
please get in touch as you will be more than welcome:

    /ArmaghTheatreGroupatg        

    @ArmaghTheatre



In the first act the author genially outlines the history of
the town and something of the character of its citizens.
Then he carries you into the houses of the Gibbs and the

Webb families, substantial homes containing substantial
folks. You arrive at breakfast time and are carried through
one entire day in the lives of these good people.

The second act concerns the love affair between young
George Gibbs and emily Webb, and thus culminates in a
moving wedding scene, which contains all those elements
of poignant sorrow and abundant happiness that make for
solemnity and impressiveness.

In the third act we are led to the cemetery on the hill, where
many of the townspeople we have come to know so well are
patiently awaiting not “judgement” but greater
understanding. Into their midst is led the bride, a little timid
at first, a little wishful to go back to life, to live again with
her memories. but she is shown how impossible, how futile,
it is to return. The past cannot be relived. living people,
humans, preoccupied with their petty occupations and small
thoughts, know little of true joy or happiness. Truth is to be
found only in the future.

* Programme note from the production of Our Town, presented by
Armagh Theatre Group, in association with Armagh Players, in Armagh
city hall in 1966

ARMAGH THEATRE GROUP

OURTOWN
A Three-Act Play

by Thornton Wilder

There WIll be A 20 mInuTe InTervAl beTWeen AcTs 2 & 3

The entire play takes place in Grover’s Corner,
New Hampshire

The story of Our Town*



mary and I returned to Armagh in January to
Armagh in January 1966 and our first
encounter with the Group was as a member

of the audience in ‘Our Town’, produced by seamus
mallon. It is hard to convey the impression which this
production made on us. neither of us had been
involved in drama since our schooldays and we had
certainly not anticipated the standard of production
that night. I’m not sure that we decided to become
involved there and then but it was shortly afterwards
that we did. We both attended a meeting in the city
hall minor hall when the decision was taken to form
the Group and we were soon caught up in the
production of “The crucible”.

Those were heady days but not without drama and
excitement. The Group had no home, so rehearsals
were held in people’s homes, in the charlemont hotel
or, when we could afford it, in the city hall. The one
luxury we had was the use of Tom mclaughlin’s factory
for the construction of the set.

One feature of those early days was the ambitious
nature of our productions and the consequent crises
which inevitably occurred during rehearsals. The
sequence of plays, ‘The crucible’ produced by larry
ryan and ‘The lark’ produced by seamus mallon was
outstanding both as to the numbers of people involved
and the standards achieved.

It is hard to convey a sense of the atmosphere or spirit
within the Group at this time. It was a period of hope,
of improving community relations and the group
seemed to capture this spirit. There was a vitality and
commitment to high standards that was infectious and
I have no doubt that, had any of these early
productions been presented on the festival circuit, they
would have done outstandingly well.

In 1968 the Group leased premises at Jenny’s row and
‘The loft’, as it came to be known, was adapted to
form stories and a rehearsal room. It became the home
of the Group and we were able to have readings,
lectures, recitals, barbecues and above all parties in
these unique surroundings. It is fascinating that we
enjoyed performances from such well known
personages as seamus heaney, Paul muldoon, Tony
mcAuley, David hammond and, of course, Armagh’s
own Jerry hicks and our resident poet Tom Ferris.

‘The lark’ was followed by ‘shadow and substance’,
produced by  Joyce Fitzgerald and ‘Andorra’ produced
by robert Agnew. my memories of what followed then
are somewhat clouded but perhaps for unexpected
reasons. ‘many Young men of Twenty’ produced by
mary lamb, required the consumption of inordinate
quantities of Guinness by the large cast and, of course,
the stage crew were not to be denied their share. The
reckoning with John Devlin afterwards made a severe
dent in our receipts!

It was inevitable that the political unrest which arose
during 1969 would affect the group … and, indeed, it
was out of the ‘troubles’ that perhaps our most
exciting production was born. I remember discussing
with seamus mallon  the ideas he had for a new
production which he and members of the Group would
write and develop themselves. so was born ‘Adam’s
children’. This was first produced as part of a week
long festival  held in Jenny’s row in December 1969. It
is difficult to describe the power of this production. I
had the privilege of witnessing its impact on audiences
all over Ireland and always thrilled to the experience.

my next memory is of ‘The evangelist’ by sam
Thompson which was produced by Pat shields. The
large cast of over thirty five players was in contrast to
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the next production of ‘lovers’ by brian Friel which had
four players in each of two parts. There was an interval
between 1971 and 1974, but we got going again with
Pat shields's production of ‘The Playboy of the
Western World’, a play notable for the first appearance
with the Group of such well known members as una
boylan, malcolm Dawson, mick mccoy and Peter Kelly.

In 1976 we got the idea of a production which would
try to capture the history and spirit of Armagh through
music, poetry and drama. so was born ‘God’s Own city
and the Devil’s Own People’ which was such a great
success and which played to a huge and excited
audience in The ritz cinema in may 1976. huge and
excited audiences were also a feature of pantomimes
staged by the Group in The ritz for christmas in 1976
(‘Puss in boots’), 1977 (‘Jack and the beanstalk’)
and1978 (‘cinderella’).

Although the staging of the pantomimes used up a lot
of our energy in those years, we did manage to
continue with straight productions: ’richard’s cork
leg’ was presented in 1975, ‘home is the hero’ in
1977, ‘Juno and the Paycock’ in 1978 and ‘The loves
of cass mcGuire’ in 1979.

The next production, of ‘big maggie’ by rosemary
reid,  saw our return to the festival circuit and the
winning of the Audience award at carrickmore
together with that for best Actress, won by una
boylan. This was the beginning of a very successful run
since in 1981 we were fortunate enough to acquire the

services of Father Joe mccann as producer of our next
two plays, ‘The sorcerer’s Tale’ and ‘The shadow box’.
The first of these was runner-up in the All-Ireland Finals
in claremorris, while the second reached the All-
Ireland Finals in Athlone and the ulster Finals in the
Grand Opera  house in belfast.

Any drama group depends a lot on its producers and
here we have been very fortunate. Apart from seamus
mallon, larry ryan and Father Joe there are many
others – Joyce Fitzgerald, mary lamb, robert Agnew,
Paul mcAvinchey and, most notably, rosemary reid.
but it would be unforgiveable not to mention here the
two Jackies, as they were known  - Jackie connolly and
Jackie murphy – outstanding contributors to the group
over many years: they have been involved in the set
design and construction and lighting of nearly every
production since 1967.

It is inevitable that the fortunes of any group such as
ours will rise and fall. I believe, however, that there is
in Armagh a commitment to drama and the arts which
will ensure our existence for at best another twenty five
years. I hope to contribute to and join in some of the
fun.**

* This is an abridged version of an article which James wrote for

‘Armagh – God’s Own City’, a Souvenir Publication in celebration

of Armagh Theatre Group’s 21st Anniversary.

** True to his word, James will be on stage in ‘Our Town’ [2016] , as

a member of the U3A Choir.



CAST
stage manager                          Phelim Rafferty
mrs Julia Gibbs                          Bridie Heaney
Doc Gibbs:                                Peter Kelly
mrs myrtle Webb                       Wilma Campbell
Joe crowell                                Gareth Duffy
howie newsome                        Malachi Kelly
George Gibbs                            John-Paul Coyle
rebecca Gibbs                           Marie-Claire Guy
emily Webb                                Monique  Rennie
Dolly Webb                                Emily-Jane Conway
Prof Willard                                Adam Trotter
mr charles Webb                       Tim Hanna
Woman in balcony                     Marcella Mc Bride
man in auditorium                     Gerry Mc Grath
lady in a box                              Sandra Armstrong
mrs Forrest                                 Gillian Faulkner
simon stinson                            Kevin McEneaney
mrs louella soames                   Hilary Good
martha                                        Goretti Moore
Irma                                            Mary Mc Kenna
constable  bill Warren               Malcolm Dawson
mrs Warren                                Aideen Conway
mrs newsome                            Carol Hanna
si crowell                                   Rory Lamb
louise                                         Liddy Bennett
ernestine                                    Lily- Rose Conway
Joe stoddard                             David O’Toole
sam craig                                  Connell McBride
mr carter                                   Gerry Mc Grath

OUR TOWN
A Three-Act Play by Thornton Wilder

ARMAGH THEATRE GROUP

CHOIR
U3A CHOIR
Deirdre Dorman
Angela Boylan 
Breda Teahan
Sylvia Phillips  
Daphne Weir  
Margaret Marjoram  
Fionnuala Watters 
Peter Conway 
Molly Conway,
John McDonald 
Pat McAleavey 
Anne McEneaney 
Eleanor Pierce
Eamonn Fleming 
Aileen O’Kane 
Michael Joyce 
Rosaleen Walsh 
Dermot Nugent 
James Lamb 
Margaret Meehan
Alan Turtle



OUR TOWN PRODUCTION TEAM
Director                          Margery Quinn
Director of Mime          Mary McKenna
Director of Music          Kathleen Daly
Prompt                           Madeleine Kelly
Stage Crew                     Claire Brady
                                    Paddy Mohan
                                    Conor Greenan
                                    Gerry McGrath

Costume                         Hilary Good
                                    Goretti Moore
                                    Fiona Hughes (R.I.P.)

Lighting and Sound       Market Place Theatre
Sound Effects                 Gerry McGrath
Props                               Titanic Productions
Art Work                         Connell McBride, Aisling Kelly
Photography                  Mary McKenna
                                    Conor Greenan
                                    Connell McBride

Video                              Mary McKenna
Programme                    Tim Hanna, James & Mary Lamb,
                                    Malachi Kelly, Madeleine Kelly,
                                    Paul McAvinchey

ARMAGH THEATRE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO THANK

management and staff, market Place Theatre
Armagh men’s shed
mr T Daly, battleford Furniture
lila’s Fashions
Amma centre
mr Jim mcKeown for  sound effects                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
st catherine’s college

ARMAGH THEATRE GROUP ARE VERY GRATEFUL FOR
THE CONTINUED SUPPORT OF

Wm cOurTneY & cO

chartered Accountants & registered Auditors

26, The square, moy, bT71 7sG
Tel:  (028) 8778950
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JOHN PAUL CONNOLLY professional actor based in London

Armagh Theatre Group has always been part of my life. As a child I was aware of Dad [Jackie
connolly] designing and helping to build sets and mum making costumes for plays and
pantomimes. One of my earliest memories is trailing behind dad as he touched up the set for
Juno and the Paycock at the ritz. This play particularly, the atmosphere of it, had an indelible
effect on my impressionable mind and I was hooked on theatre from that moment on. As
soon as I was old enough (14, I think), I joined the team and toured with our award winning
production of The Shadow Box, and I haven’t stopped touring since. Although I’ve been
privileged to perform at shakespeare’s Globe, in many of london’s West end theatres and
even on broadway, the nerves and excitement that I’ve felt are exactly the same as when I
was with malcolm, Pat, una, rosemary, Declan, marjorie, Paddy, Phelim, malachi and all the
rest when we went out to do a show at The music centre or The Tech way back when....

MICHAEL HUGHES novelist and professional actor (as Michael Colgan) based in London

Thanks to Armagh Theatre Group, I still know every word of bryan Adams’s ‘(everything I Do)
I Do It For You’, which I mimed along to as cú chulainn in the pantomime, Bricriu’s Feast, a
fair few years back, including playing the famous guitar solo on my sword. In fact, now I come
to think of it, that was the last time I performed on stage in Armagh!  surely no co-incidence…
. but I’m delighted to see the Theatre Group in such vigorous shape, and showing no signs
of slowing down as it moves into its second half-century. It’s an essential cornerstone of the
cultural life of the city and the county, and I sincerely hope it continues to thrive for many
decades to come.

VERONICA LEER professional actress, based in Scotland

even as the years roll by we never forget the significant experiences and influential people
that help shape our lives. As a young teenager, harbouring the idea that maybe, just maybe
I could actually be an actor, I was blessed to be introduced to Armagh Theatre Group. sill
very unsure of my abilities and in awe of the natural talent that was and is the Armagh Theatre
Group, I was given the role of rosemary in The Factory Girls by Frank mcGuinness, and I
remember the fun of rehearsals, led deftly by James lamb. You can imagine the amount of
unforgettable, hilarious moments that this quiet girl from Keady enjoyed with una boylan,
margery Quinn, malcom  Dawson,  Wilma campbell and others  all giving brilliantly funny
performances and showing me how it’s done! I am one of many people whose  lives  have
been enriched by the Armagh Theatre Group and  I want to take this opportunity to thank
the Group for their belief in me, for that unforgettable and important experience and wish
them so much success for the next 50 years!  

MEMORIES
Former members of ATG
reflect on their time with us.



COLIN MORGAN professional actor, based in London

When I look back on my time with Armagh Theatre Group, I can think of nothing but positivity
and excitement - whether it was being smothered in green face paint at the age of six or
seven in preparation for the christmas panto production of Cinderella or, in my early teens,
being wrangled by malachi and Angela in the production of Our Day Out or living the Dublin
vibes with malcolm Dawson in The Hackney Office or in venturing to Donegal with Frank
mcGuiness’s Dolly West’s Kitchen! All these productions I can never forget: they are imprinted
on my mind in a way I think is true for all actors, and I feel so lucky and proud to have had the
opportunity to  feed the need to perform in my own home town and share the passion to
perform with fellow Armagh ‘Thesps’. And long may our tradition of story-telling continue
through the Theatre Group: it’s important and vital, and I wouldn’t be where I am without it.

ADRIAN MOYNES broadcaster and former Managing Director, RTE Radio

Thanks to Armagh Theatre Group. Thanks for the chance to play the fool (as the idiot hotel
porter in Andorra). To chase Jack up the beanstalk (while dressed as the pantomime dame)
on the fit-up satge in the ritz. To be the gormless son of a crooked politician (in Many Young

Men of Twenty). Thanks for the fun and the friendships. And thanks for the opportunities to
imagine other lives, lived in times and places far from our own, but linked to us by our
common humanity. We now have a strong tradition of drama in Armagh. let’s nourish it.
congratulations to the players on the painted stage. Think of these past fifty years as Act
One - we’ve only started, and the best is yet to come.

GORDON ADAIR broadcaster – Armagh Reporter for BBC Northern Ireland

As someone fast-approaching the same 50th landmark as ATG, I draw comfort from the
assurance that, if you haven't grown up by 50, then you really don't have to! And it certainly
seems ATG has no intention of slipping into a dull middle age. It clearly has all the vitality and
sense of fun it had during my time there. I have such fond memories of taking to the stage
in Abbey lane, playing the part of a hen-pecked husband in Alan Ayckbourn's lovely Just
Between Ourselves. The set included an actual car (a yellow Fiat 126 if my memory serves me
well) and I remember the growing excitement at rehearsals when, with opening night
approaching,  it replaced the two rickety chairs which had stood in as props up until that
night. I will never forget the sheer joy of first hearing an audience laugh out loud in
appreciation and will always be grateful to the group in general, and malachi Kelly in particular,
for giving me that experience. enjoy your big day and here's to the next 50 years.

AISLING KELLY winner of an Emmy Award for her work in the television industry

I was one of the first students at st catherine’s college to study moving Image Arts and went
on to graduate with a hnD in media from belfast met. I then worked on several northern
Ireland-based  films and T.v. shows before being snapped up by hbO. And I have been
associated with their emmy Award-winning series, Game of Thrones, since its first season,
working first on set with 100’s of extras before progressing to the Production Department
where I am now responsible for shipping to the various international filming locations. I will
be forever grateful to Armagh Theatre Group for my interest in drama which began at 5 years
old in our pantos at the Orchard leisure centre and progressed to parts in many productions,
including Tea in a China Cup, Dolly West’s Kitchen and, most recently, Ladies’ Day.



The abridged version of James lamb’s personal
history on the founding and development of
ATG through its first 25 years can be found

elsewhere in this programme and leaves me the
opportunity to dwell a little bit on our second 25 years.

I have just looked at a list of all our productions from
January 1998 until the present day and it is mind-
blowing to see what the group has achieved. In that
January of 1998 we performed the last of our
“original” pantomimes (before the new market Place
Theatre took over the mantle of bringing panto to the
kids of Armagh) – Finn McCool and his Two Ugly Sisters

was written by the late and much missed Kim Kincade
– it was a bonkers tribute to mythical Ireland and a
fitting end to our panto phase.

by the late 1990’s we were running out of steam when
it came to traipsing around the Festival circuit and the
last concerted festival entry was stewart Parker’s
Pentecost in 1998. but giving up on festivals did not
stop a regular outflow of productions – The Risen
People with a cast of “thousands” opened the brand
spanking new market Place Theatre in may 2000 – a
great honour for ATG. Love Letters – a touching 2
hander played by James and mary lamb in early
summer 1999 was a favourite of mine, with Pat Quinn
serenading the audience with his unique rendition of
“send in the clowns”. I loved Sylvia – the play about
the talking dog! And The Hackney Office, starring the
teenage colin morgan, a play which charlie Knipe saw
in Galway where he persuaded the playwright to agree
to an amateur production in Armagh!

There was a run of “classics” – Death of a Salesman,

An Inspector Calls and A Streetcar Named Desire, all
in the market Place Theatre. Then in late 2008 hilary
Good produced the challenging all–female Top Girls

and, not to be out done, margaret marjoram’s
production of the all-male cast in 12 Angry Men

reached the stage in early 2009. The talented michelle
Jordan arrived in 2010 with her own play The Empress

of Carrickinare which she both wrote and produced in
Abbey lane to much praise. The Weir by conor
mcPherson eventually came to fruition in 2011 after
umpteen false starts and the memorable Our Lady of

Sligo by sebastian barry played to full audiences in
Abbey lane in 2014 before an international tour to
monaghan’s Garage Theatre in 2015!

so you can see just a flavour of what has taken place
on stage over the past 25 years, but in the meantime
outside developments were at play and influencing the
direction of the group. Our rehearsal space in Abbey
lane, built in 1990 and known as “the premises”, has
morphed into the Abbey lane Theatre – pretentious
or what? The market Place Theatre appeared in 2000
and has welcomed us with open arms  ever since. Our
membership regenerates as if on auto pilot but
manages to turn up lots of talented and fun folk to
participate in all things drama. We have branched out
into Improv, all things poetry in Open mic nights,
music, visits from our friends in south bank Playhouse
and further afield. ATG is a busy place to be and
thankful for its membership and to you, our
supporters……………so here’s to another 50 years!

OVER THE SHOULDER
A look at the last 25+ years for ATG
By Tim Hanna



Jan 1998 – Panto: Finn McCool & His 2 Ugly Sisters
(producer sandra Armstrong)  Orchard leisure centre

mar 1998 – Pentecost by stewart Parker
(producer margaret marjoram)   Abbey lane 

Aug 1998 – A Picture of Paradise by Jimmy murphy
(producer malachi Kelly)   Abbey lane

nov 1998 – Stella By Starlight by bernard Farrell
(producer Wilma campbell)   Abbey lane

may 1999 – Love Letters by Jr Gurney
(producer margery Quinn)  Abbey lane

mar 2000 – The Risen People by James Plunkett
(producer margery Quinn)  market Place

Dec 2000 – The Shadow of the Glen by Jm synge
Abbey lane

may 2001 – Sylvia by Ar Gurney
(producer malachi Kelly)   Abbey lane

nov 2001 – The Silver Tassie by sean O’casey
(producer conor O’malley)  studio market Place

mar 2002 – All Expenses Paid by David belke
(producers Tim hanna, James & mary lamb)   Abbey lane

nov 2002 – The Heart’s a Wonder adapted from Jm synge 
(producer conor O’malley)  market Place

may 2003 – The Hackney Office by michael collins
(producer charlie Knipe)   studio market Place

Jan 2004 – Dolly West’s Kitchen by Frank mcGuinness  
(producer malcolm Dawson) market Place

nov 2004  - Steel Magnolias by robert harling
(producer sandra Armstrong) Abbey lane

Feb 2005 – I do not like thee Dr Fell by bernard Farrell 
(producer Peter Kelly) studio market Place

Jan 2006 – Death of a Salesman by Arthur miller
(producer malcolm Dawson) market Place

nov 2006 – Tea in a China Cup by christina reid
(producer sandra Armstrong) studio market Place

Jan 2007 – An Inspector Calls by Jb Priestley
(producer Peter Kelly) market Place

Jan 2008 – A Streetcar Named Desire by Tennessee Williams 
(producer margaret marjoram) market Place

Oct 2008 – Top Girls by caryl churchill
(producer hilary Good) studio market Place

Jan 2009 – 12 Angry Men by reginald rose
(producer margaret marjoram) market Place

nov 2009 – Lovers by brian Friel
(producer michelle Jordan) Abbey lane

Jan 2010 – Happy Birthday Dear Alice by bernard Farrell 
(producer malcolm Dawson) market Place

nov 2010 – Empress of Carrickinare by michelle Jordan 
(producer michelle Jordan) Abbey lane

Jan 2011 – The White Headed Boy by lennox robinson 
(producer malcolm Dawson) market Place

nov 2011 – The Weir by conor mcPherson 
(producer margaret marjoram) Abbey lane

Jan 2012 – The Weir by conor mcPherson
(producer margaret marjoram) studio market Place

nov 2012 – Perfect Days by liz lochead
(producer hilary Good) Abbey lane

Apr 2013 – 44 Sycamore by bernard Farrell
(producer malcolm Dawson) market Place

sept 2013 – Two by Jim cartwright
(producer Kevin mceneany) Abbey lane

Jan 2014 – Loot by Joe Orton
(producer Felim rafferty) market Place

mar 2014 – All That Fall by samuel beckett
(producer hilary Good) Abbey lane

nov 2014 – Our Lady of Sligo by sebastian barry
(producer Kevin mceneany) Abbey lane

mar 2015 – God of Carnage by Yasmina reza
(producer hilary Good) Abbey lane

nov 2015 – Red Roses and Petrol by Joseph O’connor 
(producer malcolm Dawson) studio market Place

may 2016 – Ladies’ Day by Amanda Whittington
(producer hilary Good) Abbey lane

ATG PRODUCTIONS
Jan 1998 – May 2016
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